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Abstract 

The purpose of this research is to analyse the performance of a numerical weather 

prediction model with two different horizontal resolutions, 2.5 km and 750 m in North-

West Iceland. The data and model output used were derived from the numerical weather 

prediction model (NWP) Harmonie-Arome and from automatic weather stations in the 

forecast area. The analysed data were GRIB files and time series extracted from the files 

that were used for verification. The verification is made by comparing simulated values at 

individual points with observations and by visual inspection of entire fields of wind and 

temperature for both horizontal resolutions. The results indicate that the simulations 

generated too much wind for both resolutions. By increasing the horizontal resolution from 

2.5 km to 750 m the simulations showed significant improvements in simulating wind at 

locations in complex terrain. Extreme errors in the wind simulation were almost eliminated 

by the higher resolution simulation’s ability to reproduce the terrain better. When applying 

elevation correction to the temperature the number of extreme errors increased, which may 

be attributed to an increase in temperature variability. Results of visual comparison of 

weather maps showed more details for the 750 m than for the 2.5 km horizontal resolution, 

both for the simulated temperature and wind fields. 

 

Útdráttur 

Markmið þessarar rannsóknar er að greina frammistöðu reiknilíkans fyrir veðurspár á 

Norðvesturlandi í tvenns konar reiknimöskvum, annars vegar 2,5 km og hins vegar 750 m. 

Reiknigögnin eru úr veðurspárlíkaninu (e. NWP) Harmonie-Arome og mælingar frá 

sjálfvirkum veðurstöðvum á spásvæðinu voru notuð til sannprófunar. Sannprófunin fólst 

annars vegar í að bera saman punktspá og athuganir og hins vegar í samanburði á 

veðurkortum fyrir hitastig og vind úr reiknilíkani fyrir báðar möskvastærðirnar. 

Niðurstöður benda til að reiknilíkanið spái of miklum vindi í báðum reiknimöskvum. Með 

því að þétta möskvana frá 2,5 km í 750 m batnar veðurspáin fyrir vind umtalsvert á stöðum 

í grennd við fjöll. Fram koma stórar villur í vindaspám með 2,5 km möskvastærð sem 

nánast hverfa í 750 m möskvanum, að öllum líkindum vegna aukinnar getu líkansins til að 

herma landslagið þegar möskvarnir eru minnkaðir. Stórum villum fjölgar í hitaspá þegar 

möskvarnir voru þéttir. Það gæti tengst auknum breytileika í hitastigi eða hægari vindi og 

rangri lóðréttri blöndun. Samanburður á veðurkortum leiddi í ljós að fleiri smáatriði koma 

fram í 750 m reiknimöskvanum en þeim í 2,5 km, bæði fyrir hita- og vindasvið. 
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1 Introduction 

Reliable weather forecasts are important for societal safety and are of use to many groups 

who need them for safety and planning in their work or free time activities. Such weather 

sensitive groups include seafarers, travellers, farmers and various industries and services.  

Weather forecasts are based on the results generated by numerical weather prediction 

models (NWP). Such models are run operationally (that is several times a day, every day 

of the year) by national and private weather services in many countries. These models 

differ in scope and scale. Some models are global while other models are run only for a 

limited area. The models and the simulations vary in a multitude of ways. One important 

variable is the grid resolution, i.e. the distance between the points on the grid used for the 

numerical calculation. As an example, in North-America the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) uses a suite of models with different resolutions to 

generate a weather forecast, ranging from the global GFS model that is run with a 

horizontal resolution of 12 km for the first few days of the forecast and 27 km for the 

remainder, to a regional model; the North-American Mesoscale Forecast System (NAM), 

with a resolution 12 km (NOAA, 2018). In Europe, the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecast (ECWMF) provides the weather services with a global forecast 

calculated at 9 km resolution and many of these then use these data to run NWP models at 

an even higher resolution for a limited area. 

In Iceland, at the Icelandic Meteorological Office (IMO), the Harmonie-Arome NWP 

model is operated with a horizontal resolution of 2.5 km (IMO, 2015), and the private 

company Belgingur ehf (www.belgingur.eu). uses the WRF model (UCAR, 2018) and the 

GFS forecast to make short time range forecasts on a grid with resolution up to 1 km. 

In an effort to improve the forecast for complex landscape in Greenland, the Danish 

Meteorological Institute (DMI) decided to increase the horizontal resolution of their NWP 

model. Thus, for experimental purposes the DMI, in collaboration with IMO, has run a 

version of the Harmonie-Arome model with a horizontal resolution of 750 m for the West 

and North-west part of Iceland (DMI, 2018). However, these simulations have not been 

verified by comparison with observations.  

The purpose of this research is to analyse the performance of a numerical weather 

prediction model with two different horizontal resolutions, 2.5 km and 750 m in North-

West Iceland. 

The structure of this thesis is as follows: After this introduction, a review of the literature is 

presented. Then, the origin of the data used in this research and their timeframe is defined. 

Next, the methodology with data analysis and interpretation is explained. Following are the 

results, presented in two parts. First the statistical comparison and then the visual 

comparison. Finally, the results are discussed in the light of the literature presented and 

conclusions are drawn. 
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2 Literature review 

There are many studies of the impact of horizontal resolution on the quality of numerical 

weather predictions. Here, a few of these studies that have great relevance to the present 

study are presented. 

Roeger, McClung, Stull, Hacker and Modzelewski (2000) did a verification and model 

comparison with the MC2 model at 2 km and 10 km grid resolution over a skiing area in 

the Coast Mountains in British Columbia. This area represents a maritime mountain 

climate, similar to Iceland. They tested several parameters for wind speed and showed 

improvement from the lower resolution to the higher resolution. The MC2 10 km 

resolution forecasts light winds only, whereas the model with the 2 km grid resolution 

forecasts light, moderate and strong winds. The MC2 2 km grid performs better than the 10 

km grid-point spacing, compared with observations. There is a bias between the 

observations and the forecasts. One reason for the different wind distributions is that the 

lower resolution model has overly smoothed topography and that is also related to the 

improvements in prediction in a higher resolution. Similarly, they found that prediction for 

2m temperature gave better results in the higher resolution, compared with observations. 

In a study from 2015, Kann, Wittmann, Bica and Wastl (2015) compared two NWP 

models at different horizontal resolutions. One was 4.8 km resolution (ARPEGE–ALADIN 

model) and the other one was Harmonie-Arome at 2.5 km resolution. Results showed that 

the finer grid spacing model was slightly more accurate than the other model. That was 

especially true for wind analysis in mountainous regions where the model simulated the 

topographic effects more realistically. A similar result was obtained for 2 m temperature 

but not as significant. 

Svalbard has many similarities with Iceland. For an example, both have mountainous 

landscape and are located in the Northern Atlantic Ocean. Kilpeläinen, Vihma and 

Ólafsson (2011) looked at spatial variability of near surface variables in the arctic fjords on 

Svalbard by simulating ten different cases from winter and spring 2008. They used the 

Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) to compare three different horizontal 

resolutions, 9 km, 3 km and 1 km. Validations were against tower observations and radio 

soundings and they showed fairly good agreement with the model simulations. Some 

systematic bias was detected; model was too warm and moist compared to observations 

and underestimated wind speed. In the discussions, it is stated that the results strongly 

support the need for high horizontal resolution models in the arctic fjords because the 

coarser resolutions had larger deviations from observations. Also, the results showed that 

the complex terrain on Svalbard generally increased the spatial variability of near-surface 

variables.  

Iriza, Dumitrache, Lupascu and Stefan (2016) used the WRF model at two different 

horizontal resolutions in Romania to determine which had higher quality. Model 

simulations were at 3 km and 1 km resolution and were compared to observations. Results 
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showed that for the 2 m temperature and 10 m wind, both resolutions overestimated the 

forecast values compared to observations. In general, the comparison indicated that the 1 

km resolution had a slightly better performance than the 3 km resolution, compared to 

observations. 

 Aviation model (AVM) at super high horizontal resolution (200m) was verified with 

LIDAR observation in a case study Hong Kong International Airport area (Chan and Hon 

2016) Focus was on foehn wind created by the mountain that lies along the runways and 

the low-level wind shear, turbulence and mountain wave. Results showed that the AVM 

captured the main features of all those phenomena and that running an operational super 

high resolution model could be used for the purpose of aviation alert. 

Ágústsson and Ólafsson (2007) studied a severe wind storm that hit Iceland 1
st
 February 

2002 by reproducing it in the MM5 model with different horizontal resolutions. They 

increased resolution and simulated the storm in 9 km, 3km and 1 km horizontal resolutions. 

Their results show that surface winds are slightly overestimated and the model performs 

worst at locations where sub grid complex topography is expected to be of importance. 

This study indicates very strongly that every increase in horizontal resolution in steps from 

9 km to 1 km and even higher resolution than 1 km improves the representation of the local 

variability of winds during strong windstorms in complex terrain.  

In summary, the above research indicates that by increasing the horizontal resolution 

numerical forecasts of wind and temperature are improved, especially in complex 

landscape. It is definitely of interest to confirm this for a large dataset for the complex 

terrain of Iceland. In addition, it is of particular interest to assess the nature of the 

simulation’s errors and how they link to the fundamental parameters describing the 

weather. 
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3 Data 

In order to analyse to what extent, the 750 m resolution simulation for North-West part of 

Iceland performs better than the 2.5 km one compared to observations, the two simulations 

were compared to observations from automatic weather stations. These measurements 

were of pressure, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction from 56 

different weather stations in the forecast area. How the data was produced and selected is 

explained below. 

3.1 NWP model output 

The NWP model output is based on two different simulations that both are made with the 

Harmonie-Arome model. One simulation is generated with 2.5 km horizontal resolution at 

IMO and the other with 750 m horizontal resolution at DMI, i.e. the Danish simulation is 

almost four times higher resolution. IMO uses the 2.5 km resolution simulation as its 

operational forecast, it is calculated four times a day, 66 hours into the future. The 750 m 

simulation is an experimental forecast, for a limited area in Northwest Iceland. The 

variables used from the model were temperature, humidity, wind speed, wind direction and 

mean sea level pressure. Only data of the surface flow are considered in this study. These 

simulations are stored in a GRIB file format which are highly compressed files that contain 

the model output. The time series used for the verification were extracted from the GRIB 

files and the GRIB files were also used to extract data to plot weather maps for visual 

comparison. 

3.2 Data from automatic weather stations 

The second type of data included weather observations from automatic weather stations 

located within the forecast area (IMO, 2016). IMO collects 10-minute averages of key 

weather parameters from the weather stations.  There are 67 weather stations with WMO 

(World Meteorological Organization) registration numbers in the forecast area. Not all 

automatic weather stations in Iceland are registered in their database. A few of these 67 

stations are manned observation stations registering every 3 hours and other stations that 

are no longer operated. Therefore, some stations did not provide sufficient data. Thus, the 

manned stations and those that are no longer operational were excluded. That leaves 56 

fully operating automatic weather stations that provide the data used in this research (see 

Figure 1). The stations are owned and run by a few different parties; i.e. IMO, The 

Icelandic Road and Costal Administration (IRCA, í. Vegagerðin), Iceland State Electricity 

(í. Rarik), Westfjord Power Company (í. Orkubú Vestfjarða) and National Power Company 

of Iceland (í. Landsvirkjun). The observations are accessible in the database hosted at IMO 

(IMO, 2018a). The model domain for the 2.5 km resolution simulation is entire Iceland and 

the surrounding off shore waters. 
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Figure 1  A map showing the model domain for the 750 m simulation and the weather stations located within 

the domain. 

For each weather station presented in Figure 1, the parameters selected were station 

number, time of observation, temperature, humidity, wind direction, wind speed and mean 

sea level pressure (from stations that have a pressure gauge). 

3.3 Data selection and time period used 

The 750 m simulation was the limiting factor when it came to selection of data and 

choosing a period to work with. First, the 750 m forecast, which is an experimental 

product, is only complete from October 2017. Second, the first year of calculations were 

partly damaged, irregular and did not match the 2.5 km forecast or observation time. Thus, 

the data set for this project spans winter 2017–2018 and spring 2018, i.e. from October 1st 

2017 until May 1st 2018. For this period, time series of measurements were extracted for 

each of the 56 weather stations for the variables listed above.  

Two time periods are of interest when creating a time series form the 2.5 km and 750 m 

simulations. The simulation period with the lead time of 6–12 hours or 18–24 hours 

counted from the initial time of the forecast, each including six forecast steps. By using 

either of these six simulation steps four times a day, generated at 00:00, 06:00, 12:00 and 
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18:00 (all GMT times), a continuous simulation could be created including only the 6–12 

hours or 18–24 hours forecast steps. Since two simulation time series can be generated 

they can be used to assert the quality of the forecast depends on lead time of the simulation 

from initiation. In what follows the forecast steps 6–12 and 18–24 are sometimes referred 

to as periods, when appropriate and thus used interchangeably. 
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4 Methods 

The data analysis was conducted in two parts. First, statistical analysis to compare, 

calculate and plot statistical values from the time series extracted from the GRIB files and 

from the observational time series. Next, the programming language python and the 

Matplotlib Basemap toolkit library (Whitaker, 2011) was used to plot weather maps for 

visual comparison of the 2.5 km and 750 m forecasts. 

4.1 Data analysis 

The statistical analysis was done by using the R programming language and the IMO local 

package 'vivedur'. The two forecast time series, were extracted from the GRIB files using 

awk, grep and python in a Unix-shell. Observations from the automatic weather stations 

and the two different simulation time series were loaded in to R and for each of the 56 

weather stations subsets were created consisting of model results for the 6–12 hour and the 

18–24 hour intervals, as well as the station measurements. 

Two statistical functions were calculated for the analysis, BIAS and RMS. First, the BIAS 

of the simulation refers to the tendency of the simulation values to over- or underestimate 

the observed values. The forecast is better the closer to zero the BIAS is. The BIAS is 

calculated as an average of the difference between forecasted and observed value (see 

Equation 1 below). 

𝐵𝐼𝐴𝑆 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡) 

Equation 1  The BIAS formula 

The BIAS was calculated for each variable at each station, both for 2.5 km and 750 m 

simulation for the whole data set. The stations could then be ranked by the BIAS value of 

the 2.5 km simulation, from higher to lower, and compared to the BIAS of the same station 

in the 750 m simulation. The station with the highest BIAS would get 10 points and the 

10th worst station 1 point. The points for each station summed up would show which 

stations, over all, is the worst, one for the 2.5 km resolution simulation and one for the 750 

m resolution simulation. 

R was also used to plot the data in two different ways and for higher quality figures the R 

package 'ggplot' was used. First type of plots were time series, where the variables were 

plotted as a function of time for observations, 2.5 km forecast and 750 m forecast. This 

was done into the same figure to facilitate comparison. Second type of plots were scatter 

plots with the forecast as a function of observations. The scatter plots show clearly the 

distribution of the values and may reveal if there is any BIAS in the model and the nature 

of the BIAS. 

The second statistical value was the RMS error (Root Mean Square). Like the BIAS, the 

RMS value was calculated for each parameter at each station, both for 2.5 km and 750 m 

simulations for the whole period (see Equation 2 below). 
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𝑅𝑀𝑆 =  √𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛((𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡)2) 

Equation 2  The RMS formula 

 

Stations were also ranked by their RMS value with the highest RMS value indicating 

lowest quality. Out of that ranking places where the simulation gave poor results were 

selected to recalculate RMS value for wind speed for every hour, only in 2.5 km. Having a 

dataset with RMS values and time, it was possible to determine on which days the 2.5 km 

simulation did not perform well and dates where the RMS value went above 10 m/s were 

noted. Some of those dates, where the simulation did not perform well, were then used to 

plot weather maps for visual comparison. 

4.2 Tools for data processing 

The weather maps used for the visual comparison were created with python (Python, 

2019). The model output is stored in GRIB format. The basemap software (Whitaker, 

2011) was used to process and plot. Colour schemes in the maps were chosen to be the 

same as used in the weather maps on IMO's official website (IMO, 2018b). Two types of 

maps were plotted. One for wind speed and wind direction calculated from the zonal (U-

component) and meridional (V-component) velocity components at 10 m height above 

ground. The second for temperature at 2 m height above ground. 

Each plot contains one simulation step from one initialisation only. Weather maps for both 

the 2.5 km simulation and the 750 m simulation were plotted next to each other for 

comparison, both have the same initial time and validation time. 
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5 Results 

The results of this research are presented in two parts. First, the results of data analysis 

based on statistical comparison, then the visual comparison of the weather maps. 

5.1 Data analysis – Statistical comparison 

The BIAS for the 56 stations, both for the 6–12 and 18–24 hour simulation steps, are 

shown in Tables 1 and 2 below. 

 

Table 1  BIAS in H2500, H750 and the difference in BIAS between H2500 and H750 for 10 weather stations 

for simulation with the lead time 6–12 hours 

 

Table 2  BIAS in H2500, H750 and the difference in BIAS between H2500 and H750 for 10 weather stations 

for simulation with the lead time 18–24 hours 
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In Tables 1 and 2 the BIAS for the ten weather stations with the largest absolute BIAS for 

the 4 variables are presented. To identify which stations showed the overall worst outcome 

compared to the observations, the stations were granted points for each variable. The 

station with the largest BIAS got 10 points and the station with the tenth largest BIAS got 

1 point. Then the points for each station from the four variables were summed to create 

each station’s score. These stations are presented in Table 3. 

 

Table 3  Weather stations with greatest absolute BIAS value ordered by score. 

The two stations that got the overall highest score in both simulation periods (6–12 and 

18–24 hour) are Botn í Súgandafirði – WMO 4943 and Gemlufallsheiði – WMO 4906. 

They got over 30 points each and the next stations in the list did not reach 20 points. The 

lists for the two periods include similar scores for each station and show that both periods 

have similar spatial pattern of bias as the same stations have largest error. Since the results 

for both simulation periods are so similar, the remainder of the analysis focuses on the 18–

24 hour period. 

Both stations with the highest score, Botn í Súgandafirði – WMO 4943 and 

Gemlufallsheiði – WMO 4906 are located in complex terrain. Botn í Súgandafirði – WMO 

4943 is at the bottom of a very narrow glacially formed fjord (only 800–1000 m wide at 

sea level) with mountains rising to about 600 m on both sides. Gemlufallsheiði – WMO 

4906 lies in Gemlufallsdalur valley, also formed by glaciers, where mountains rise to 750 

m above sea level. Figures 2 and 3 show the locations of Botn í Súgandafirði – WMO 4943 

and Gemlufallsheiði – WMO 4906, respectively on a topographic map. 

 

Figure 2  Location of Botn í Súgandafirði - WMO 4943 on a topographic map 
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Figure 3  Location of Gemlufallsheiði - WMO 4906 on a topographic map 

 

Further analysis of the results for the four variables (in tables 1, 2 and 3) the results for 

Botn í Súgandafirði – WMO 4943 and Gemlufallsheiði – WMO 4906 appear to be the 

most interesting ones. The BIAS for wind direction and humidity are higher than for other 

values and thus the model (Harmonie-Arome in 2.5 km horizontal resolution) is not good 

enough in predicting these two values as for the other two.  

Scatter plots with simulated values as a function of the observations were made for both 

Botn í Súgandafirði – WMO 4943 and Gemlufallsheiði – WMO 4906 for wind speed and 

temperature (Figures 4 and 5). Results revealed very similar outcome for both locations. 

Therefore, further analysis will be focused on Botn í Súgandafirði – WMO 4943. 

By increasing the resolution, the model captures the landscape better and in a more 

realistic way. In both horizontal resolutions, the nearest grid point in the simulation is 470 

m away from the weather station. In the 2.5 km resolution, the elevation of the grid point is 

at roughly 380 m above sea level but the grid point of the higher resolution simulation is at 

about 140 m height. However, the weather station is at 30 m.a.s.l. The first results show 

that by increasing the resolution there was a decrease in the BIAS of the simulated 

temperature values before elevation correction. In Figure 4 the simulated temperature from 

the 2.5 km horizontal resolution run is plotted as a function of observations. Similarly, in 

Figure 5 the simulated temperature from the 750 m horizontal resolution run is plotted as a 

function of observations. Both Figures 4 and 5 show data from station Botn í Súgandafirði 

– WMO 4943. A large cold BIAS, about 3 °C, is shown in Figure 4. As can be seen in 

Figure 5 the BIAS decreased by about 1 °C when the resolution was increased. 
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Figure 4  Scatter plot of temperature simulation as a function of observations at Botn í Súgandafirði - WMO 

4943 for forecast steps 18-24 at 2.5 km horizontal resolution. 

 

 

Figure 5  Scatter plot of temperature simulation as a function of observations at Botn í Súgandafirði - WMO 

4943 for forecast steps 18-24 at 750 m horizontal resolution 

 

Figures 6 and 7 present results for Botn í Súgandafirði – WMO 4943. These figures show 

elevation corrected temperature and wind speed for both 2.5 km and 750 m forecasts. The 

post processed temperature is elevation corrected with the lapse rate calculated from 

observations over the entire period. In Figures 6 and 7, cases for simulated 2 m 

temperature where |𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑 − 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠| >  5 °𝐶 are coloured in blue. In Figures 8 and 9, cases 

for simulated 10 m wind speed where |𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 − 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠| > 10 𝑚/𝑠 are coloured in blue. These 

cases are hereafter called extreme errors in temperature and wind simulation. 
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Figure 6  Scatter plot of elevation corrected temperature simulation as a function of observations at Botn í 

Súgandafirði - WMO 4943 for simulation steps 18-24 at 2.5 km horizontal resolution. Cases where |𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑 −
𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠| >  5 °𝐶 are shown in blue. 

 

 

Figure 7  Scatter plot of elevation corrected temperature simulation as a function of observations at Botn í 

Súgandafirði - WMO 4943 for simulation steps 18-24 at 750 m horizontal resolution. Cases where |𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑 −
𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠| >  5 °𝐶 are shown in blue. 
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Figure 8  Scatter plot of simulated wind speed as a function of observations at Botn í Súgandafirði - WMO 

4943 for simulation steps 18-24 at 2.5 km horizontal resolution. Cases where |𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 − 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠| > 10 𝑚/𝑠, are 

shown in blue. 

 

 

Figure 9  Scatter plot of simulated wind speed as a function of observations at Botn í Súgandafirði - WMO 

4943 for simulation steps 18-24 at 2.5 km horizontal resolution. Cases where |𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 − 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠| > 10 𝑚/𝑠, are 

shown in blue. 

 

When comparing Figures 6 and 7 the cases where |𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑 − 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠| >  5 °𝐶 appear only when 

the model predicted too cold temperatures. Likewise, when comparing Figures 8 and 9 the 

cases where |𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 − 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠| > 10 𝑚/𝑠 appear only when the model predicted too strong 

wind.  

Further, as shown in Figure 8, the simulation generated too strong wind in the 2.5 km 

resolution simulation for Botn í Súgandafirði – WMO 4943, and as presented in Table 2, it 
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is the far largest BIAS. Then, by increasing the horizontal resolution to 750 m extreme 

errors in the wind speed simulation were almost eliminated. However, results for the 

temperature simulation were a little more surprising. When the horizontal resolution was 

increased, the number of extreme errors of elevation corrected temperature almost doubled, 

from 87 to 160 cases of about 5000 in total. Thus, the focus of analysis became these errors 

and possible explanations of them. 

Figures 10 and 11 present wind roses for the extreme errors in wind simulation. Figure 10 

shows simulated wind from the 2.5 km model, when the model simulated 10 m/s stronger 

wind speed than observed. Figure 11 shows observed wind when the model simulated 10 

m/s stronger wind speed than was observed. The simulated wind in Figure 10 for the 

extreme errors is mainly perpendicular to the geographical position of the fjord 

Súgandafjörður, where the weather station lies at the bottom. However, the observations 

for same errors in Figure 11 show wind that generally flows, not perpendicular, but in or 

out of the fjord. 

 

 

 

Figure 10  Simulated wind speed and direction from the 2.5 km model, when the model predicted 10 m/s 

stronger wind-speed than observed 
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Figure 11  Observed wind speed and direction when the 2.5 km model predicted 10 m/s stronger wind-speed 

than observed 

A possible explanation for the increase in extreme errors in temperature simulation could 

be that the model is not reproducing vertical mixing correctly. Figure 12 shows distribution 

of wind speed values from the 2.5 km resolution simulation in blue and the 750 m 

resolution simulation in red. 

 

Figure 12  Distribution of wind speed values [m/s] from the 2.5 km resolution simulation in blue and the 750 

m resolution simulation in red 
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Figure 12 shows that weaker winds are more frequent in the 750 m resolution simulation 

than in the 2.5 km one, the red line rising above the blue one at relatively low wind speeds. 

That could be an explanation for these errors, because in strong winds there is more 

vertical mixing of air than in weak winds. 

In the warmer end of the scatter plots for temperature on Figure 4 and 6 there is a slight 

improvement in the simulation between the 2.5 km horizontal resolution and 750 m 

horizontal resolution. That is most likely linked to the high resolution simulation having 

better success at reproducing foehn winds because the landscape is better resolved. 

A closer look at the 160 extreme errors in temperature simulation from the 750 m 

resolution simulation the wind values reveal interesting results. These can be seen by 

comparing Figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 shows simulated wind when the 750 m resolution 

simulation predicted 5 °C colder temperatures than observed and Figure 14 shows 

observed wind for the same cases. 

 

 

Figure 13  Simulated wind speed and direction from the 750 m resolution simulation for the cases of 5 °C 

colder temperatures than observed 
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Figure 14  Observed wind speed and direction from the 750 m resolution simulation for cases of 5 °C colder 

temperatures than observed 

 

Figures 13 and 14 show that a lot of the extreme errors in temperature simulation are 

associated with the model not detecting relatively warm air masses arriving from the sea 

from the northwest. That might be because the sea is almost always warmer than the land 

during the winter and the wind brings relatively warm air into the land. This is, in other 

words, a circulation problem, on scales that are yet to be determined.  

Some weather stations in the West-Fjords are in less complex landscape than Botn í 

Súgandafirði and Gemlufallsheiði. Of interest was also whether the increase from 2.5 km 

to 750 m of the horizontal resolution matters in less complex landscape. The weather 

station Fíflholt á Mýrum – WMO 4914 is at a flat low level swamp area in the West side of 

Iceland (see Figure 1). Figure 15 shows the location of Fíflholt á Mýrum – WMO 4914 on 

a topographic map.  
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Figure 15  Location of Fíflholt á Mýrum - WMO 4914 on a topographic map 

 

Analysis showed that at Fíflholt á Mýrum – WMO 4914 the BIAS for wind speed in the 

2.5 km simulation was -0,07 m/s for the eight months’ period researched. The negative 

sign indicates that the simulated wind is stronger that the observed wind (see Figure 2). 

The BIAS value for 750 m simulation was -0,17 m/s. Comparing the change in BIAS value 

for 2.5 km and 750 m horizontal resolution indicated little change. Then, comparing the 

BIAS and the BIAS change (between the two horizontal resolutions of 2.5 km and 750 m) 

for the two complex terrain in the West-Fjords versus the flat landscape at Fíflholt á 

Mýrum, it seems that there may be little gain in increasing the horizontal resolution when 

simulation for a flat landscape. 

This can be better seen in the scatter plots in Figure 16 that shows forecasted values against 

observations for Fíflholt á Mýrum – WMO 4914. 
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Figure 16  Scatter plot of simulated wind speed (top) and temperature (bottom, not elevation corrected) as a 

function of observations at Fíflholt á Mýrum - WMO 4914 (left 2.5 km, right 750 m simulation) for 

simulation steps 18-24 

 

Results indicate that simulated values for neither wind nor temperature at Fíflholt á Mýrum 

– WMO 4914 are biased towards either ends, and the 750 m simulation does not provide 

better forecast compared to the 2.5 km one. 

5.2 Visual comparison of horizontal fields of 

temperature and winds 

A visual comparison was done using two types of weather maps. One was for wind speed 

and direction that was calculated from the zonal (U-component) and meridional (V-

component) velocity components at 10 m height above ground. The second type was for 

temperature prediction at 2 m height above ground. Horizontal fields for both the 2.5 km 

simulation and the 750 m simulation were plotted next to each other for comparison where 

both had the same initiation and verification time. 

To assess which days, the 2.5 km simulation was less accurate and to select dates to plot 

weather maps of temperature and wind for visual comparison, dates in the data set where 

the hourly RMS value went above 10 m/s were noted. Two dates were selected, January 

22
nd

 with strong easterly winds and February 26
th

 with strong South and Southeast winds. 

On January 22
nd

, the chosen simulation step was initiated at 18:00 and valid 14 hours later, 
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i.e. on January 23
nd

 at 08:00. Similarly, on February 26
th

 the simulation step chosen was 

initiated at 00:00 and valid 15 hours later, i.e. at 15:00 the same day. 

5.2.1 Temperature 

Maps showing simulated temperature at 2 m height above the surface are shown in Figures 

17 and 18. In Figure 17 the simulated temperature field over West-Fjords area is from the 

simulation initiated on January 22
nd

. Similarly, Figure 18 shows the simulated temperature 

field over the West-Fjords area from the simulation initiated on February 26
th

.   

 

Figure 17  Simulated temperature field over the West-Fjords area form simulation initiated on January 22
nd

 

at 18:00 Z and valid at 08:00 Z. The 2.5 km horizontal resolution to the left and 750 m horizontal resolution 

to the right 

 

Figure 18  Simulated temperature field over the West-Fjords area from simulation initiated on February 26
th

 

at 00:00 Z and valid at 15:00 Z the same day. The 2.5 km horizontal resolution to the left and 750 m 

horizontal resolution to the right. 
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In Figure 17 (both simulations) the blue colour shows temperature below freezing on land 

and above freezing over the sea as expected at this time of year. Figure 18 shows similar 

pattern, but the temperature is over freezing except in the places highest above sea level. 

Both Figures 17 and 18 indicate that temperatures are lower over the ocean in the 750 m 

simulation than in the 2.5 km one, especially northwest of the West-Fjords. Also, over land 

it is in some locations colder in the 750 m forecast than in the 2.5 km one.  

A closer look at the coast line reveals higher temperature in the smaller fjords and valleys 

in the 750 m simulation than in the 2.5 km one. As expected, the 750 m simulation 

provides more details in the temperature field than the 2.5 km simulation. In the latter, the 

isotherms (contour lines) look smoother while the 750 m simulation seems to better 

capture small areas of high and low temperatures. In summary, the two different 

simulations have the same major structure but the 750 m field has more details, 

corresponding to the topography which is better represented in the 750 m horizontal 

resolution than in the 2.5 km horizontal resolution. 

 

5.2.2 Wind 

Figures 19 and 20 show simulated wind speed and wind direction at 10 m height above the 

surface. The simulation steps shown in Figure 19 are initiated on January 22
nd

 and the 

simulations shown in Figure 20 are initiated on February 26
th

.  

 

Figure 19  Simulated wind speed and direction at 10 m height over the West-Fjords area from simulation 

initiated on January 22
nd

 at 18:00 Z and valid on January 23rd at 08:00 Z. The 2.5 km horizontal resolution 

to the left and the 750 m horizontal resolution to the right. 
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In Figure 19 (both simulations) the purple colour indicates a strong and steady ENE-wind 

north of the West-Fjords. The purple and dark aqua marine colour shows a jet between the 

Snæfellsnes-peninsula and the West-Fjords. Also, a wake with low wind speed trough 

stretching west of the West-Fjords is visible in both simulations, much clearer in the 750 m 

one. East of Snæfellsnes there are calm winds presented in light green colours. The 750 m 

resolution simulation has even calmer winds there. This is presumably due to the 750 m 

horizontal resolution being able to reproduce the landscape better and predicting calmer 

winds in the landscape filled with mountains and valleys. Also, in Figure 19 the blocking 

on the windward side of the West-Fjords is smaller in the 750 m resolution simulation. 

That is somewhat in contradiction with what is expected since the mountains become 

steeper in the 750 m resolution. This could be related to the mountains having different 

shape in the different horizontal resolutions. Also, upstream or the boundary conditions 

given to the limited area model could be the source of the difference.  

 

 

Figure 20  Simulated wind speed and direction at 10 m height over the West-Fjords area from simulation 

initiated on February 26
th

 at 00:00 Z and valid at 15:00 Z the same day. The 2.5 km horizontal resolution on 

the left and 750 m horizontal resolution to the right 

 

In Figure 20 there is a strong southeast wind over the simulation area. Mountains on the 

Snæfellsnes peninsula reach as high as 1000 m.a.s.l. with a glacier on the western most 

part of the peninsula that reaches up to about 1500 m.a.s.l. This landscape, as well as the 

complex landscape in the West-Fjords, creates mountain waves that are clearly visible in 

both simulations, especially in the 750 m one. East of Snæfellsnes and northeast of the 

West-Fjords are waves in the 750 m wind simulation that are harder to see in the 2.5 km 

simulation and the wavelength appears to be the same in both resolutions. There appears to 

be more lateral spread of wave energy in the 750 m simulation than in the 2.5 km 
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simulation. Also, strong downslope winds, up to 32 m/s, are visible in both forecasts, but 

with greater variability in the 750 m resolution simulation. 

In summary, like observed in the temperature fields in Figures 17 and 18 for temperature 

simulation, the wind simulation is smoother at 2.5 km horizontal resolution than at 750 m 

and is lacking details apparent in the 750 m forecast. In many cases the 2.5 km simulation 

does not simulate areas with narrow wind jets organized by topographic features, and 

likewise it also does not simulate sheltered areas, in small fjords, valleys and by 

mountains. Most of the details in the 750 m simulation are presumably correct, since 

previous results have shown that there are significant improvements in wind simulation 

when the horizontal resolution is increased. 
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6 Discussion and Conclusions 

The purpose of this research is to analyse the performance of numerical weather prediction 

with two different horizontal resolutions, 2.5 km and 750 m in North-West Iceland. In 

what follows, the results are discussed and conclusions are drawn, first for wind and then 

for temperature. 

6.1 Wind 

The results of the statistical analysis concerning wind showed that the NWP used in 

Iceland at 2.5 km horizontal resolution generated, in general, too much wind for locations 

in complex terrain.  

Forecast for Fíflholt á Mýrum – WMO 4914 showed no improvement for wind with 

increased resolution. This place is in a flat landscape. In both Botn í Súgandafirði – WMO 

4943 and Gemlufallsheiði – WMO 4906 the simulation showed significant improvements 

and these places are both located in complex terrain. Thus, the improvements seem to be 

related to the stations’ surrounding topography. 

An analysis of the extreme errors of the wind simulation suggests that the extreme errors 

are directly related to the models ability to reproduce the landscape in the forecast area. 

The higher resolution showed significantly better results. Not surprisingly, these results are 

in good accordance with previous research that have shown improvements in wind 

predictions by increasing the horizontal resolution in NWP models (e.g. Ágústsson & 

Ólafsson, 2007; Chan & Hon, 2016; Iriza, Dumitrache, Lupascu & Stefan, 2016; Kann, 

Wittmann, Bica & Wastl, 2015; Roeger, McClung, Stull, Hacker & Modzelewski, 2000). 

It is interesting to notice that all cases where |𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 − 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠| > 10 𝑚/𝑠 are when the model 

generated too strong wind. No case in the dataset were when the model generated too weak 

wind compared to the observations. That is likely related to the model’s inability to 

reproduce the complex terrain. 

A visual comparison of horizontal wind fields showed jets and wakes in various places in 

the forecast area. The patterns were more distinct in the 750 m forecast than in the 2.5 km 

forecast. This can be attributed to the terrain being better represented in the 750 m forecast 

than in the 2.5 km forecast. The gravity waves had, in general, higher amplitude in the 750 

m simulation than in the 2.5 km simulation. This can to great extent be attributed directly 

to higher and steeper mountains at higher resolutions. However, waves over the ocean 

were also more prominent at the higher resolution, indicating that the 750 m resolution 

simulation can laterally transport more energy in the gravity waves from the mountains, 

perpendicular to the wind direction. The wind simulation was smoother in 2.5 km 

horizontal resolution than the 750 m one and is lacking the details that the 750 m 

simulation generated. 

In less complex landscape, like at Fíflholt á Mýrum – WMO 4914 and over the sea, 

changes between the 2.5 km and 750 m forecasted wind speed for the whole period under 

research were insignificant. That indicates that simulation for wind in a complex terrain is 

improved significantly with increased horizontal resolution. 
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6.2 Temperature 

Regarding temperature, the statistical analysis shows improvements in the simulation when 

horizontal resolution increases form 2.5 km to 750 m. Generally, the NWP has a cold 

BIAS in the 2.5 km simulation and this BIAS was reduced for places in complex terrain. 

These results are in line with findings Iriza, Dumitrache, Lupascu and Stefan (2016), Kann, 

Wittmann, Bica and Wastl (2015), and Roeger, McClung, Stull, Hacker and Modzelewski 

(2000). 

Analysis of the elevation corrected temperature revealed not as promising results as for the 

other two variables (wind and temperature). Shifts in time in the model vs. observations, or 

wrongly reproduced local effect, do inevitably bring larger errors if the amplitude of the 

temperature variations is increased. This corresponds to the findings of Kilpeläinen, Vihma 

and Ólafsson (2011). Unlike the wind, the number of large BIAS temperature simulations 

increases substantially when the resolution is increased. This, somewhat surprising result, 

is most likely linked to the increase in temperature variability. In conclusion, this means 

that post processing calculations does not improve the temperature simulation by 

increasing the resolution, rather it makes them worse. 

As before, it is interesting to notice that all cases when |𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑 − 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠| >  5 °𝐶 for the 2 m 

temperature simulation only include cases where the simulation is too cold. No large BIAS 

cases were observed when the simulation is too warm. That indicates that there is a cold 

BIAS in the simulation before and after post processing that is yet to be determined the 

reason for. 

The visual comparison of the weather maps revealed that temperatures were lower over the 

ocean in the 750 m forecast than in the 2.5 km one. As explained above, the NWP cold 

BIAS over land, in complex terrain, is less in the 750 m forecast than in the 2.5 km 

forecast. If one looks closely at temperature field at the coast, higher temperatures can be 

seen in the smaller fjords and valleys in the 750 m forecast than in the 2.5 km one. As 

expected, and keeping in mind the statistical results, the 750 m simulation shows more 

details in the simulated temperature field than in the 2.5 km simulation. Thus, the 750 m 

forecast appears to be a better predictor for small areas of high and low temperatures. To 

summarize, although the two simulations have similar large scale temperature structure, 

with the higher resolution many smaller details are better resolved.   

It should be noted that the boundary conditions of the 2.5 km simulation come from the 

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECWMF), whereas the 750 m 

simulation uses the 2.5 km simulation as its boundary condition. If the 2.5 km simulation 

has a cold BIAS over the simulation domain, the 750 m results will inherit this BIAS on its 

boundary. Thus, the different initialisation can influence the temperature simulation over 

the sea north west of the West-Fjords. 

6.3 Summary 

The analysis of to what extent the 750 m resolution model run for North-West part of 

Iceland performs better than the 2.5 km one, compared to observations, shows significant 

improvement in simulation for wind in complex terrain by increasing the horizontal 
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resolution. This is true for both the statistical analysis and visual comparison of weather 

maps.  

Results also show improvements in temperature simulation when the horizontal resolution 

is increased. This is likely due to the model’s ability to resolve the landscape better. On the 

other hand, the improvements for the temperature are not as substantial as for the wind 

simulation. However, for the post processed temperature the number of extreme errors 

increases substantially when the resolution is increased. This is to some extent a surprising 

result that may be linked to the increase in temperature variability and possibly vertical 

mixing. These main characteristics of the statistical analysis also appears in the visual 

comparison of the plotted weather maps. 

This research was based on observation data and simulation output that span eight months’ 

period not including an Icelandic summer and early autumn. A more extended period, 

including all seasons and more years, may give different results. Knowing from this 

research that the horizontal resolution affects the quality of the simulation to predict it 

would be necessary in further work to include a longer period, counted in years not 

months.  
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